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Job Opportunity: Talent Acquisition Specialist / Manager (Contract)Are you a seasoned

talent acquisition expert with a passion for the production and television industry? We have an

exciting opportunity for you to join our team as a Talent Acquisition Specialist / Manager!Role

Overview: As a Talent Acquisition Specialist / Manager, you'll play a pivotal role in sourcing top-

tier talent for our organization. Your primary focus will be on identifying candidates within

the production and television industry, leveraging your expertise to meet our recruitment goals.

This is a contract position for 6-12 months, offering an attractive salary range.

Responsibilities:Lead end-to-end recruitment processes, from devising sourcing strategies to

negotiating offers, with a specific focus on roles within the production and television

sector.Collaborate closely with hiring managers to understand staffing needs and develop

tailored recruitment plans.Utilize your industry knowledge and network to attract and

engage top talent, ensuring a robust candidate pipeline.Employ innovative sourcing

methods to identify promising candidates, including leveraging industry-specific platforms and

networks.Serve as a trusted advisor to hiring managers, providing guidance on recruitment best

practices and market trends within the production and television industry.Maintain accurate

and up-to-date records of candidate interactions and recruitment

activities.Requirements:Proven experience in talent acquisition within the production and

television industry, with a strong track record of successfully filling roles in this

sector.Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, with the ability to effectively

collaborate with hiring managers and candidates.Strong organizational skills and attention to

detail, with the ability to manage multiple priorities in a fast-paced environment.Familiarity
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with recruitment tools and technologies to streamline processes effectively.Flexibility to work

on a contract basis for 6-12 months.Located in the UK, preferably in London.Join us in

shaping the future of talent acquisition within the production and television industry! If

you're ready to make an impact and take your career to the next level, apply now.

Apply Now
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